Appendix H - Totalitarian Full Spectrum Dominance

I don’t know any survivalists, but I’m becoming increasingly convinced that they are the only sane ones in America. Obama and his Congress are lounging in their deck chairs on board the Titanic. The rest of us are hiding under lifeboat tarps, waiting to escape with the women and children. The economic iceberg the politicians, bankers and multinational executives have created is about to sink our ship.

One of my DC friends teased me the other day with a video clip of an area in Anwar where I might flee before the financial collapse arrives. I have nicknamed this escape plan “the Heimo Maneuver.” According to law, I need a permit to live in this arctic refuge. But I’m wondering who would enforce that law upon me if I just showed up? I’m going to share this video with you, but you must swear not to tell anyone.

http://www.vbs.tv/watch/far-out--2/heimo-s-arctic-refuge-full-length

So why would I consider moving to Anwar and becoming a distant neighbor to Bill Murray’s twin brother? Because we have passed the tipping point in America where socialism has overtaken capitalism and the personal wealth of this nation is about to be decimated. The ultimate result of socialism is now in full swing: *wealth destruction is overcoming wealth creation*. The fact that anything is still being produced and that anyone has a non-government job is because the laws/bills that have recently passed (and some new ones on the way) have not been fully implemented yet.

This is no accident. The destruction of the United States, the wealthiest nation in history due to capitalism, was planned by Marxist academics and has been carried out in installments by some of our chief executives: Wilson, FDR, Carter, and now Obama. Yes, many Republicans have contributed to the process as well … the plan has always included both *thesis* and *antithesis* to keep the sheeple distracted. Here’s a high-level formula of the plan:

\[\text{CSI} + \text{NHC} + \text{UE} + \text{CBT} + \text{OOCDE} + \text{IU} + \text{APPA} + I^2 = \text{DPW} + \text{TFSD}\]

- CSI – compulsory social insurance
- NHC – nationalized health care
- UE – union expansion (incl. government jobs)
- CBT – confiscation by taxation
- OOCDE – out of control debt expansion
- IU – increasing unemployment
- APPA – accelerated printing press activity
- \(I^2\) – inflation squared (hyper)
- DPW – destruction of personal wealth
- TFSD – totalitarian full spectrum dominance

An increase in the components on the left side of the equation results in *destruction of personal wealth* and *totalitarian full spectrum dominance* on the right side of the equation. The final blow to the accumulated wealth created by years of capitalism - after everything possible has been
stolen from honest wage earners - is accomplished by \( I^2 \), inflation squared, also known as hyper-inflation.

“The destructionist policy of interventionism and socialism has plunged the world into great misery. Politicians are helpless in the face of the crisis they have conjured up. They cannot recommend any way out except more inflation ... Economic life is to be “cranked up again” by new bank credits as the moderates demand, or by the issue of fresh government paper money, which is the more radical programme. But increases in the quantity of money and fiduciary media will not enrich the world or build up what destructionism has torn down. Expansion of credit does lead to a boom at first, it is true, but sooner or later this boom is bound to crash and bring about a new depression. Only apparent and temporary relief can be won by tricks of banking and currency. In the long run they must land the nation in profounder catastrophe. For the damage such methods inflict on national well-being is all the heavier, the longer people have managed to deceive themselves with the illusion of prosperity which the continuous creation of credit has conjured up” (von Mises).

In order for socialism to overcome capitalism, two classes of people must organize and steal everything from the third class. Marxism is built on class warfare. A handful of politicians (commissars) must promise Paradise on earth to the parasites (proletarians) and then provide an illusion of prosperity to them (in exchange for votes) by confiscating the earned wealth of the middle class (bourgeois) and redistributing it (primarily to themselves). My exchange of terminology is not exact, but deliberate. This strategy is nothing more than the liquidation of an honest civilization in order to build a dishonest one – a transfer of earned wealth into the hands of criminals and slackers.

\[ WP + WSP - MC = TEC \]

WP – wealthy politicians (e.g., demagogues, criminal conspirators, globalists)
WSP – welfare state parasites (e.g., academics, unions, bureaucrats, freeloaders)
MC – middle class (honest wage earners, businessmen, professionals)
TEC – the end of civilization as we know it

When will the end come? Nobody knows for sure, because it takes time for the politicians and parasites to gorge themselves on the capital earned by the middle class. “As long as a crumb is left,” the scavengers will continue to feed on accumulated wealth, and then the end will come (Stourm).
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